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Edmund born, 1881

Edmund was born on 13 January 1881, in 77 Roman Road, Bethnal Green. London, England. His
mother was Maria Elizabeth CARTER and was 27 years old when Edmund was born. His father
was William Reubon PLASKETT and was 37 years old at the time. Edmund was the second of
eight children. His older sibling Walter was 2 years old when he was born.

England, 1881
During the 1800s, England experienced growing pains brought on by rapid
population expansion. In 1800, 75% of England's population lived in the
countryside, but by 1900, that same percentage had moved into towns.
Urban centers like London flooded with poor men and women looking to
make a living, although unsanitary and harsh conditions constrained the
benefits of living and working in the city. New technologies brought on by
the Industrial Revolution popularized manufacturing jobs, but they paid
little.

India under Crown rule, 1858 - 1947
During much of Edmund's life, the British Empire stretched far beyond the
confines of the British Isles, or even Europe. The country of India, which
had been largely controlled by Englishmen from the privately run East India
Company for generations, was officially put under rule of the British Crown
and Queen Victoria in 1858. As a result, Edmund likely had friends or
relatives who traveled to India—whether as members of the military,
government, or as teachers sent to help educate and Westernize the local
population. India remained under British control until shortly after World
War II, when it finally earned its independence in 1947.

First Boer War, 1880 - 1881
When Edmund was 1, the British fought a group of South African farmers in
a 10-week war for control parts of South Africa. Earlier in the 19th century,
the British Empire attempted to control all of southern Africa, but many
Boers - Dutch, German, and French farmers - did not want the British
controlling their land. When the British government seized their possessions
and weapons and attempted to auction them off, armed Boers disrupted the
auction and began the war. The conflict lasted for 10 weeks, and 405 British
troops and 41 South Africans were killed. The British eventually lost the
First Boer War at the battle of Majuba Hill.

Peace Talks Near Amajuba
Hill

Childbirth
Giving birth presented a number of risks to the mother and her child during
Edmund's era. With limited medical technology, complications occurred
frequently, such as the child becoming stuck in the birth canal or the mother
hemorrhaging at life-threatening levels. A midwife was sometimes called to
the home when a woman began labor, though very often the woman's own
mother or other female relatives were the only ones present to assist. By the
time of Edmund's birth, male midwives and formally trained medical
doctors were also allowed to enter the labor room, a development that broke
a centuries-old custom, as the birthing process had previously been considered strictly the
domain of women.  
 
As scientific understanding increased, the traditional midwife was in some cases banished and
replaced with an academically-trained doctor—particularly in progressive urban areas. Armed
with innovations such as forceps and more efficient and comfortable birthing chairs, medical
professionals eased stress on the mother. However, a lack of sanitation and anesthesia still made
birth a painful, dangerous endeavor. While the mortality rate for children remained high—
ranging from ten to thirty percent depending on the location—the innovations in technology

A post-childbirth scene



paved the way for better tools and anesthetics, ensuring safer procedures for Edmund's
descendants.

Sister Maria born, 1883
Edmund's sister, Maria, was born when Edmund was 2 years old.

Clara WILSON born, 1885
Edmund's future wife, Clara WILSON, was born 4 years after Edmund. Clara was born in Leyton,
Essex, England, United Kingdom.

Brother William born, 1885
Edmund's brother, William, was born when Edmund was 4 years old.

Childhood
Greater access to schooling in the 19th century meant more children like Edmund were learning
to read and write. While the working classes were slowly catching up with the wealthy on that
front, the problem of child labor practices persisted. Many English children in Edmund's time
were forced to work 10 to 12 hours a day, on farms and in factories. New child labor laws were
passed to address the issue, but it took some time for the legislation to be properly enforced. Even
up until 1875, boys, some as young as four, climbed inside chimneys to clean them. The National
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) was founded in 1889 and began helping
children obtain an education instead of allowing them to be forced to work. 
 
Work was often divided by gender roles, with girls learning basic cooking, cleaning, and other
duties to help run a home, while boys helped harvest crops, hunt, and learn a trade. In some
cases, corporal punishment was now seen as a last resort for parents, and they often used other
methods of discipline such as denying food, limiting time with friends, or even embarrassing
them in front of peers or family members.  
 
When children were fortunate enough to have free time from both school and work, there were a
number of popular toys and games to choose from, including tops, jacks, cards, charades,
checkers, chess, and badminton. Wealthier boys and girls often played with intricate doll houses,
clockwork toys, wooden animals, or collected tin soldiers.

Jacks

A young chimney sweep

Sister Edith born, 1887
Edmund's sister, Edith, was born when Edmund was 5 years old.

First Sherlock Holmes, 1887 - 1888
In 1887, when Edmund was 5, the Scottish-born writer Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle published the first novel in his classic series of murder mystery
stories. By this point, the estimated literacy rate through Britain had grown
to more than 70%. Still, years would pass before the tales of Sherlock
Holmes and Dr. Watson gained popularity in the UK and around the globe.



Sherlock Holmes

Education
Through much of the 1800s, many English children were educated at church-run schools or at
"dame schools"—in which a woman would run a portion of her home as a daycare while teaching
her pupils rudimentary skills such as the alphabet or sewing. These options became less popular
after 1870, when the state took control of schooling and set more stringent standards through the
Elementary Education Act.  
 
Boys of Edmund's time learned subjects such as technology, woodwork, and math, while girls
learned cooking, sewing, and skills for motherhood. At school, students were kept in line with
the threat of physical beatings. 
 
Working-class boys around Edmund rarely attended school for more than three years because of
the fees charged and the productivity missed by not plying a trade or working in a factory. One-
third of children never attended school at all, and many never learned to read and write.
Instead, they learned how to function on a farm or run a household. 
 
Apprenticeships were a popular option for many young men in Edmund's community, as it
allowed them to learn a particular trade or profession without adding to the financial strain of a
family. Apprentices could start as young as 12 and received board, food, and clothing from their
master. 
 
Wealthier students, including girls, could possibly attain an education abroad or be taught at
home by governesses. Young men could further their education within England at world-famous
institutions like the Eton Preparatory School, Cambridge University, or Oxford University.

Victorian-era students at Trinity
College

Repton Cross Boarding and Day School
in Derbyshire

Jack the Ripper, 1888
In the fall of 1888, when Edmund was 7, people in England were shocked and terrified by the
accounts of the killings of the mysterious "Jack the Ripper." Between August 7th and September
10th, the Ripper murdered five prostitutes on London's East End, which was home to thousands of
poor immigrants. Since the murders occurred in overcrowded slums, the police struggled to find
the culprit. The gruesome and sadistic murders captivated the city and struck fear into the hearts
of people across England. Even after the serial killings had ceased, the failure to determine Jack
the Ripper's identity turned him into a source of London folklore for many years to come.



Brother Frederick born, 1890
Edmund's brother, Frederick, was born when Edmund was 8 years old.

Holidays
Living in England, Edmund and his friends and family celebrated several
unique and culturally important holidays. Like many other Christian
nations, English men and women celebrated Christmas. The famous Charles
Dickens novel A Christmas Carol inspired Victorian-era families to focus
more on exchanging gifts and having a Christmas tree, adding to traditions
like paper decorations and depictions of Santa Claus (also called Father
Christmas), with his white beard and red costume. It also led to people
caroling and sending holiday-specific cards. Burning the yule log—a large
cut of wood taken specifically for the occasion—was another ancient
tradition for many English families, thought to bring good fortune in the
coming year.  
 
The day after Christmas, known as Boxing Day, had its own set of activities.
On this day, servants in Edmund's community received a Christmas box from their employer as
thanks for the good service throughout the year. Another uniquely English holiday was St.
George's Day, on April 23rd, as people across the country celebrated the saint's heroic slaying of a
dragon by hanging flags and singing the hymn Jerusalem.  
 
Every November 5th, Edmund's family observed Bonfire Night (today known as Guy Fawkes
Day), celebrating the failure of Fawkes's plot to assassinate King James I in the early 17th century.
Fireworks and bonfires illuminated the night sky, and celebrants built effigies complete with
masks resembling the face of the very distinctive-looking Fawkes. 
 
In 1871, England added bank holidays: four days of rest that coincided with the day after Easter;
the first Monday in May; the first Monday of August; and Boxing Day. As immigration increased
over time, the non-Christian population of England brought its own traditions, including Jewish
holidays like Yom Kippur and the Muslim fasting season of Ramadan.

A Victorian Valentine's Day
Card

Brother Frederick dies, 1891
Edmund's brother Frederick Nicholas PLASKETT passed away in Poplar, Tower Hamlets, Greater
London, England at the age of 1. Edmund was 10.

Brother Joseph born, 1892
Edmund's brother, Joseph, was born when Edmund was 10 years old.

Hygiene
While people were beginning to get a better sense of the value of good
hygiene during Edmund's time, the average Brit still routinely suffered the
consequences of limited sanitation and poor food preparation. Indoor
plumbing had not yet reached rural areas through much of the 1800s, and
was only beginning to be introduced in cities, which meant that water had
to be brought in from the outside when needed for cooking, laundry, or A chamber pot



bathing. A lack of plumbing also meant no bathroom indoors, so many families continued to use
an outhouse or chamber pots.  
 
In the early 1800s, a lot of sewage was emptied into the Thames, culminating in "The Great Stink"
of 1858, when the smell was so bad that the wealthy walked around London holding perfume-
soaked hankies to their nose, fearing that the "bad air" would make them ill otherwise.
Fortunately, by the end of the century, waste removal had improved and this practice was no
longer necessary. Better plumbing and water heaters gradually revolutionized how people lived,
as well, as regular bathing and the use of commercial soaps and cosmetics increased among
Edmund's friends and neighbors. Even as conditions improved, however, the high cost of housing
in many English towns meant that many working-class people had to live in cramped quarters,
facilitating the spread of diseases such as tuberculosis and diphtheria.  
 
Oral hygiene started receiving more attention during Edmund's life, as coarse, boar-hair
toothbrushes were being manufactured and sold. Brushing one's teeth was still seen as more of a
luxury in many homes, however. In terms of feminine hygiene, women around Edmund
continued to use cotton cloths until manufactured cloth pads were made available in the mid-
1800s. Baby diapers, or nappies, were also made from cloth and often cleaned and re-used
repeatedly, sometimes leading to severe diaper rash.

Clothing
When it came to fashion, Edmund lived during part of the heyday of the
classic Victorian style. The Industrial Revolution made cloth manufacturing
more affordable, and British society responded by embracing complex,
heavily-layered, and highly-ornamented clothing. Both poor and wealthy
women's daily attire included some or all of the following: a slip, a corset,
petticoat, camisole, an underskirt, and then the exterior skirt and form-
fitting jacket. The use of expanded hoop skirts came and went, but frills
remained common, as did ornamented bonnets and caps on the head and
parasols as accessories. By the late part of the 1800s, bustles were, quite
literally, huge, as women used these hoop skirts to enhance their bottoms.
Bodices were cut to hug the bust and torso down to the hips and, in some
cases, down to the mid-thigh.  
 
For the men in Edmund's town, silk vests (or waistcoats) and bow ties were
often paired with a knee-length frock coat and patterned trousers with suspenders. Top hats
were also very common through much of Edmund's life. Men's clothing included disposable cuffs
and collars, which no longer needing laundering. Men not in the wealthier class wore more
work-oriented clothing, including linen or wool shirts. They donned sack coats (long, with large
sleeves) and trousers. Leather shoes or boots were worn, and those who worked in dirtier jobs,
such as farming or mining, were known to tuck their trousers into their boots.

Popular 1844 attire

Sister Julia born, 1896
Edmund's sister, Julia, was born when Edmund was 14 years old.

Religion
During Edmund's life, the Church of England stood as the official religion of
the state. By no means, though, did this represent all English religions, as
other forms of Protestantism (including Methodists), as well as Catholics and
Jews, lived freely in the country—though tensions and conflict were
common. 
 
A great number of Edmund's friends and neighbors of every class habitually
attended houses of worship and read their holy books. In England's early
history, members of nonconformist religions suffered under the
government's swinging pendulum, their rights only sometimes protected. For the non-Anglican
religions in Edmund's community, though, the government increasingly allowed them to practice
as they wished without any repercussions. 
 
During this time, the Church of England dealt with a great many pressures, both from within and

The Canterbury Cathedral, the
central place of worship for
the Church of England



outside its community, to reform its ways. People were mainly concerned with corruption and
favoritism within the ranks, which occasionally manifested itself with riots in rural areas.

Marconi Invents Radio, 1897
Following in the tradition of dozens of Italian scientists and inventors,
Guglielmo Marconi began studying at the Livorno Technical Institute in
1894. Focusing his efforts on understanding radio waves, he had patented a
basic system of wireless telegraphy—the radio—by 1897. Marconi's first
radio waves were initially short, averaging only a mile and a half long. But
in 1901, he was able to receive a wireless transmission from across the
Atlantic, and kept refining his technology until he could transmit from Nova
Scotia to Ireland. He received the Nobel Prize in physics in 1909. In 1912, the Titanic famously
signaled for help using Marconi's invention. 
 
Even after his initial successes, Marconi continued to study and develop his science, assisting in
the creation of the British Broadcasting Company (BBC) and the development of radar technology.
But Marconi would remain most well-known for inventing the radio, bringing increased
enjoyment, safety, and information to Edmund's neighbors and relatives. Many members of
Edmund's community soon could not imagine their lives without the existence of radio.

Marconi demonstrating the
radio

Second Boer War, 1899 - 1902
When Edmund was 17, a large segment of the British Army was deployed to South Africa, where
the British Empire was engaged in a territorial struggle with the Boers—descendants of Dutch
settlers in the region. Within three years, the British had absorbed the two Boer-controlled states,
but the methods they used generated a lot of controversy throughout the UK, as liberals criticized
the army's use of concentration camps to hold Boer prisoners. Future British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill was taken captive during the war, as well, but quickly escaped. In Edmund's
community, the Boer War was seen equally as an important military victory and—by many—as
an example of Imperialism running out of control.

Marriage
In 19th century England, men typically married in their twenties while
women were often still in their teens. Rather than having relationships pre-
arranged like in past generations, many couples met more organically at
school or formal events, though most people still only dated those of equal
social status. Before a wedding, the bride brought a dowry to the marriage,
which for the wealthy included money, land, and goods. 
 
During the ceremony, the bride wore a gown made of muslin, calico, or silk
(for the wealthy), while the groom wore his best clothes, including boots and
a cloak. Prior to the wedding of Queen Victoria in 1840, any bride Edmund
saw likely wore pinks and purples, with a corset and crinoline in pastel
colors. After 1840, however, women all over the country followed the
Queen's lead and started wearing white. Women also carried a bouquet of
flowers and decorated their hair or dress with more blooms. The majority of ceremonies were
held in churches. 
 
Society continued to uphold traditional family roles during Victorian times, with the mother
raising the children and keeping an orderly home, while the father worked and provided for the

Queen Victoria’s white
wedding gown set the
tradition that remains
popular today



family. Many families around Edmund raised five or six children. Although it was expensive,
divorce was possible, with men able to divorce much more easily than women.

Diet
At the beginning of the 1900s, malnutrition was a widespread problem in
Edmund's country. Though many people had begun to accept the importance
of clean water and sanitation, the dangers of a bad diet were still not fully
understood. With the introduction of tinned and packed goods, food did
become cheaper and easier to store. New electric cookers and toasters,
along with packaged yeast, self-rising flour, baking powder, and jelly,
helped British people create many of the foods that they became well-
known for, such as scones, crumpets, and puddings. 
 
Farmers also increased their productivity and crop quality during the first half of the 20th
century, thanks to help from tractors and other innovative new farm equipment. For consumers,
the convenience of being able to buy a variety of products at one store, a supermarket, decreased
the time spent grocery shopping. Store-bought cereals and other boxed foods became popular and
reduced cooking and preparation times. Lunch became less hearty and included sandwiches
(often cut with new bread-slicing machines), salads, or soup.  
 
During Edmund's life, the most popular meal combination was meat and potatoes, followed by
cake or pie for dessert. Casseroles were another common dish, and chicken also climbed in
popularity. Companies started to boast of the vitamins their products contained, and families had
even more access to fresh produce from all over the world thanks to new methods of
transportation.

An English crumpet

Brother Walter dies, 1900
Edmund's brother Walter Leonard PLASKETT passed away in Strand on the Green, London,
England, United Kingdom at the age of 21. Edmund was 19.

Military
British military forces were spread throughout the world during Edmund's life, but the Empire
was in its final years, as Conservative attempts to avoid foreign alliances quickly ended with two
world wars. Though the military in the United Kingdom was typically volunteer-based, Britain
turned to the draft to acquire more soldiers during WWI and WWII. British soldiers generally felt
that they were not paid well enough; during World War I, enlisted soldiers only received about
one shilling per day. Many women helped the war effort by working in factories while the men
were gone, and were often paid better than the men at war. 
 
For the first time, English soldiers abandoned their traditional, bright red uniforms for brownish-
green camouflage to adapt to new methods of warfare, and metal Brodie helmets to prevent skull
wounds from artillery. They also wore a tunic with brass buttons and trousers, a grey wool
flannel shirt, brown leather combat boots, and putties (long, wool strips of cloth that wrapped
around the ankle). Soldiers carried older weapons that had been retooled to use .30 caliber
ammunition. Later, guns were fitted with magazines, which didn't have to be reloaded after
every shot. Eventually, rifles were phased out in favor of new carbine and semi-automatic
weapons. 
 
As technology and tactics changed, so did different branches of the military. Sailors in the Royal
Navy trained on heavily-armed ships such as the HMS Dreadnought, and tested new weaponry at
the same time. Submarines were also becoming increasingly common, though defensive tactics
had not yet been developed for them, leaving their crews in some of the most vulnerable
positions during World Wars I and II. The air was also a new frontier in warfare. Zeppelins
(large balloons with a riding cabin) dropped propaganda across the enemy territory, while fighter
pilots bombarded enemies and fought other planes. Despite being outnumbered by enemy
planes and personnel, the Royal Air Force proved a capable fighting force, especially during the
Battle of Britain in 1940.



English soldier in World War I English soldier in World War II

Medicine
Edmund lived during an exciting time in medical advancements. New
vaccines helped virtually eliminate diseases like diphtheria, tetanus,
smallpox, and measles; X-ray technology gave doctors far greater ability to
diagnose and treat injuries; and vitamins A through E were discovered,
creating a better understanding of nutrition. The wider availability of
hospitals made house calls less common in larger English towns, and
everything from check-ups to major surgeries were done with greater skill,
safety, and efficiency. Mental health was also now viewed as a medical
issue, and special institutions were built to house those with both physical
and mental needs, although mental health treatments were often extreme
and controversial. Because of these developments, life expectancy in England rose from 47 years
in 1900 to 66 years by 1949. 
 
British scientists and doctors also helped keep Edmund's country on the forefront of new health
discoveries. In 1906, Sir Frederick Gowland Hopkins published a paper on the existence of
vitamins and their role in human health. In 1921, Edward Mellanby built upon this knowledge
by discovering vitamin D and demonstrating its relationship to rickets (a disease that caused a
bowing of the legs). Medicines such as penicillin and the polio vaccine were hugely successful in
treating and preventing some of the most troublesome diseases of the early 20th century.

A child receiving a vaccine to
prevent diptheria

Marries Clara WILSON, 1906
On 24 June 1906, Edmund was 25 when he married Clara WILSON who was 21 at the time. They
were married in Ford End, Essex, England, United Kingdom.

England, 1906
After its incredible growth from the 19th century and the Industrial Revolution, England was
home to millions of people—and growing. With a beautiful landscape from the Cliffs of Dover in
the South to green, lush mountains in the North, England was a wonderful place for Edmund to
live. Cities such as London, Manchester, and Liverpool grew as international hubs for culture,
cuisine, and fashions.

Son Edmund born, 1906
On 1 September 1906, Edmund's son, Edmund, was born when Edmund was 25 years old. The
family was living in Stratford Bow St Mary, Middlesex, England, United Kingdom at the time.

Entertainment
Britain's growing middle class gradually found themselves with more
leisure time and more money to spend during Edmund's lifetime. While live
theater, concerts, and variety shows remained popular, more of Edmund's
neighbors were enjoying such performances in their own homes using a
phonograph or gramophone—early styles of "talking machines" that later
evolved into record players. Catchy music hall tunes and, later, big band jazz
(known as "dance bands") could be heard emanating from windows in
many towns.  
 
By the 1920s, the advent of the radio brought news programs, sports, live
theater productions, music, comedy, and mystery stories to millions of
listeners. As for the visual arts, just about every mid-sized town in England

A phonograph



soon had a cinema or movie house, showing the latest popular films. London native Charlie
Chaplin, who got his start on the Vaudeville circuit in the early 1900s, became one of the first
great movie stars and arguably the most famous man on earth from the late 1910s into the '30s.
Since films didn't have sound for the first few decades of the 20th century, movie theaters often
hired musicians to perform a soundtrack live during the screening. 
 
Edmund had plenty of entertainment options out in the wider world, too, as England offered
many popular natural getaways and tourist attractions like the Yorkshire Dales, the Lake District,
and Stonehenge. Street fairs and amusement parks like the Cornwall Coliseum continued to be
tremendously popular. Other families in Edmund's neighborhood looked forward to cheering on
their local football or rugby teams or exploring nearby museums or art galleries. London
remained one of the world's foremost leaders in all things arts and culture, and the annual
tennis tournament in Wimbledon also emerged as one of the most popular events nationwide.

London Olympics, 1908
When Edmund was in his 20s, London hosted the Olympic Games after Mt.
Vesuvius erupted and caused Italy to forfeit their claim to the event. Having
only two years to prepare for the games, London scrambled to get facilities
ready for the athletes and spectators. The great stadium that was built for
events was soon dubbed "the White City" by dubious commentators, due to
being built out of ugly concrete. Despite the poor turnout at the 1904
Olympics in St. Louis, over 2,000 athletes competed in the London Games
and upwards of 300,000 people attended, making it a raging success. Edmund's friends staggered
at the sheer amount of people who traveled for the duration of the Olympics. Not only did three
times the number of athletes compete at the London games as did in St. Louis, the 1908 games
also marked the first time that women were allowed to compete, although this was a
controversial decision. There was also a conflict with many of the American athletes who
believed that the British judges were treating them unfairly.

Cycling at the 1908 Olympics

Daughter Amelia born, 1908
On 28 December 1908, Edmund's daughter, Amelia, was born when Edmund was 27 years old.
The family was living in Bethnal Green, Greater London, England at the time.

Household
While Edmund would have seen indoor plumbing and the marvel of
electricity appearing in some buildings during his youth, these things didn't
become norms in the average English home until the 1920s and '30s. In the
years before, kerosene lamps and candles were still regularly used for
lighting, while fireplaces and gas stoves provided heat.  
It was the creation of new sewage systems and the passing of the Electricity
Supply Act (which established England's national grid) that dramatically
changed home life for people in Edmund's community and across the
country. The excitement of having a home illuminated by electric light bulbs
on a cold winter night was truly life changing. 
 
New technology came to the larger estates in wealthier neighborhoods first, of course. The poor
and laboring classes often lived in row houses—side-by-side joined homes also known as
terraced houses—or "through" houses, which weren't joined at the back but had two downstairs
rooms and two upstairs rooms, with the downstairs back room serving as the kitchen. The
Edwardian-style home was popular up to about 1914, and was similar to the gingerbread look of
Victorian architecture, except it was less ornate, with fewer complex patterns, and used lighter
colors. At the same time, many families replaced their custom-made furniture with pieces mass-
produced in factories, allowing them to furnish more rooms. In the 1920s, the wealthy began to
incorporate Art Deco styles into their home, which typically had geometric shapes instead of
flowing lines. 
 
Ninety percent of the people in England rented their homes or apartments (aka "flats"). Home
ownership began increasing, however, and by 1939, twenty-seven percent of the population
owned their homes. To assist those who could not afford such a purchase, First Council houses
(apartments built to provide quality housing for the masses) were developed before WWI by local

First Council housing



governments. After 1945, the amount of government housing continued to increase in the wake
of WWII.

National Insurance Act, 1911
Edmund was in his 20s when the English Parliament passed the National Insurance Act. Those
who made under 160 pounds per year paid 4 pence per week for the insurance, which allowed
them to take sick leave and still be paid. Unemployment insurance also started during this time,
which gave 7 shillings per week for up to 15 weeks of unemployment. These new insurance
programs gave Edmund's countrymen peace of mind, and allowed people all across Britain to not
worry about being unemployed or getting sick.

Son George born, 1911
On 17 April 1911, Edmund's son, George, was born when Edmund was 30 years old. The family
was living in Walthamstow, Essex, England at the time.

Titanic Sinks, 1912
On the night of April 14, 1912, when Edmund was 31, the RMS Titanic sank
into the North Atlantic Ocean. Many people read about this tragic accident
in the newspaper in the days and weeks following the crash. The Titanic
had been sailing at full speed when the crew saw an iceberg, but were
unable to turn before it hit the boat's starboard (right) side. The crash and
subsequent sinking killed more than 1,500 people and shocked American
and European citizens, who believed the Titanic to be unsinkable. The lack
of sufficient lifeboats also angered many people and prompted the
establishment of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea,
which to this day governs maritime safety. It also led to the establishment of the International Ice
Patrol, which watches the frigid seas for potentially dangerous icebergs.

Transportation
FIRST_NAME] had various means of transportation available to him during
his lifetime. Trains were especially popular in England, where an extensive
railroad system made traveling within and between cities relatively easy.
An international rail system also allowed Edmund's friends and neighbors
to travel to far-reaching places in Europe and Asia.  
 
The bicycle craze of the late 1800s soon gave way to the era of the
automobile in the early 20th century. A British engineer named Edward
Butler had introduced the first petrol internal combustion engine in the 1880s, and gas-fueled
cars started cluttering English roads by the 1910s and '20s. While some American car
manufacturers like Ford established assembly plants in the UK, there were also a number of
British companies—such as the Austin Motor Co.—that helped establish a unique regional
industry. 
 
As people in Edmund's started driving more, roads required major improvements. Dirt roads
were still prevalent in the countryside, while cobblestone streets lined many small towns. Over
time, the majority of main roads in England became paved. 
 
While land travel was becoming increasingly accessible, air travel also became available to
wealthy Englishmen and women by the 1920s. A trip across the continent or over the Atlantic
could suddenly be achieved in a matter of hours. Heathrow Airport in London was established in
1929 and others soon followed suit.

A sampling of early English
cars

World War I, 1914 - 1918
When Edmund was 32 years old, the United Kingdom entered The Great
War, later to be known as World War I. Great Britain joined with France
and Russia to create the Triple Entente Alliance and fight against the Central
Powers of Germany and Austria-Hungary. This international conflict
destroyed Europe and introduced millions to the horrors of war. Thousands
of brave young men in Edmund's community went off to war and
participated in grisly trench warfare, with rampant disease and hellish



conditions. Many countries commonly used biological weapons during World War I, painfully
killing numerous British soldiers. These poisonous chemicals, such as mustard gas and chlorine,
caused violent coughing, lung damage, and even death.  
 
Back home, women filled men's jobs after they left for war. Threats of attack terrified Edmund's
community, who worried about the potential of a Zeppelin air raid. Some of Edmund's neighbors
even heard bombs and gunshots echoing across the English channel.

Mother dies, 1914
Edmund's mother Maria Elizabeth CARTER passed away in Stratford St John, Essex, England,
United Kingdom at the age of 59. Edmund was 32.

Communication
Technology rapidly evolved during the early 1900s, allowing Edmund access
to more information than ever before. The telephone, which was invented
in the 1870s, became affordable and widely available for home use in the
early 20th century. While some houses had private telephone lines installed,
many relied on community telephones, which were shared with dozens of
households. This limited privacy, but made it easy to quickly share important
information throughout neighborhoods. Although the rotary dial for the
telephone was patented in 1892, it began to appear on home telephones in
the 1920s, allowing phones to be dialed directly by number, instead of connected by a
switchboard operator. By the 1920s, many of Edmund's friends and neighbors had also embraced
radio as a form of mass communication. Home radio sets brought the latest news—as well as
entertainment programming—directly to the public in real time. It was a wildly popular and
important new technology. 
 
Low-tech forms of communication also grew during the first half of the 20th century. Newspapers
like the News of the World and the Sunday Mirror saw their subscription rates grow from around
3.5 million readers in 1935, to 7 million in the years after World War II. Writing letters was still
as popular as ever. People could use new, efficient typewriters, along with traditional pen and
ink, to correspond with friends and family across the country. Air mail was introduced in 1919,
which used new airplane technology to deliver mail faster and farther. Although it took time, the
library system also grew in the 20th century. For literate people in Edmund's country, the wider
availability of books and magazines offered a connection to the wider world and opened up
imaginations.

A rotary-style telephone

Spanish Flu, 1918
In 1918, an epidemic of Spanish Flu in the UK added to the culture of fear
that World War I had already created. For Edmund, 36 at the time, the flu's
devastating effects would have been hard to escape—whether just seeing
the death tolls in the newspapers or hearing about friends and relatives
suffering with it. In all, some 500 million people were infected, with 30 to
50 million perishing. In major cities like Sheffield, England, over 300 people
were dying each week, leading to school closings, overworked emergency
services, and even a widespread coffin shortage.

Soldiers with the Spanish Flu
in a hospital ward

Father dies, 1918
Edmund's father William Reubon PLASKETT passed away in Ilford, Essex, England, United
Kingdom at the age of 73. Edmund was 37.

Daughter Olive born, 1918
On 7 March 1918, Edmund's daughter, Olive, was born when Edmund was 37 years old. The
family was living in West Ham, Essex, England at the time.

Post-War Unemployment, 1921
After the devastation of World War I, many of those around Edmund found
themselves without work, fearful of continued unemployment and seeing
their families starve without the food supplied by a steady income. When
Edmund was 39 the British government was drowning in war debts, and



unemployment levels rarely dipped below 1 million. They reached a peak of
3 million in 1933, which effected roughly 20% of the working population.

Unemployed men in search of
work

Politics
For those living in Britain in the early 20th century, foreign policy
dominated politics, as two world wars devastated the country and left
thousands of families grieving lost loved ones. At the same time, the once
vast British Empire was quickly shrinking, with pushes for independence in
Ireland, India, and other countries, reducing British influence throughout
the world. Edmund was also living during an important period for political
progress in his country, however, as women fought for the right to vote and
were joining the workforce as lawyers, police officers, and civil servants. 
 
After wars and rebellions, Parliament gradually emerged as the dominant
political force in England, with the monarchy shifting more into figurehead
status. Parliament was the British body of lawmakers, similar to Congress in
the United States; instead of the House and Senate, they had the House of Commons and House of
Lords. The three parties dominant in Edmund's lifetime were Labour, Conservative, and Liberal.
The Labour Party had interests in protecting the average worker from employer abuses and
breaking up monopolies, while the Conservative Party believed giving large tax breaks would
stimulate the economy. The Liberal Party was more progressive than Labour and sought social
reforms, such as the ending of conscription. 
 
Shifts occurred in both the royal family and political leadership, as King Edward VIII abdicated
his throne to marry a divorced American woman in 1936. After falling in and out of favor with
both the public and other politicians, Winston Churchill became prime minister following the
resignation of Neville Chamberlain, who stepped down after failing to deal properly with Adolf
Hitler and the Nazi threat, ultimately leading the nation to victory.

King Edward VIII

Commerce
Over the course of Edmund's life, commerce changed with the rapidly
modernizing world. Coins (known as shillings, pounds, and pennies or
pence) were still common, but paper banknotes were frequently used, as
well. Edmund's friends and family paid income taxes to help support British
military campaigns and a variety of social programs designed to improve
the lives of English citizens.  
 
In the early 1900s, many people like Edmund still bought goods at small,
independently owned stores that sold particular household items, but the era of the department
store had also arrived in many larger towns, allowing customers to purchase a wide variety of
products under one roof. Some of the more famous department stores were Harrod's, an upscale
store that had been around since 1832, and Marks and Spencer, which had sold clothing and
home products since 1884. Other department stores served particular areas, such as Atkinsons, a
family-owned and run department store in Sheffield. 
 
The British economy slowed with the worldwide depression during the 1930s, but it recovered
during the second World War when new industries, such as automobiles and aeronautics,
provided jobs. Despite the commerce boom England received in the 1940s, there was still
austerity (rationing) in place to preserve materials and food for soldiers in the war. This meant
that people tried to make the most of every item they got and reused what they could.

People lining up for rationed
fish during Austerity in
England

Films With Dialogue, 1928
Going to the cinema was an extremely popular activity in the 1920's and 30's. Almost every city,
town, and major housing development near Edmund had at least one cinema. A major
innovation in movies occurred in 1928 when Edmund was 46, when the first movie with sound



premiered. Known as "talkies," films with sound revolutionized the movie
industry, eventually eliminating silent films from popular culture. "The Jazz
Singer" was the first talkie shown in London, paving the way for modern
movies.

Penicillin, 1928
In 1928, when Edmund was 46, scientist Alexander Fleming's petri dish
started to grow mold, and a fortuitous lack of cleanliness led to the
accidental discovery of the bacteria that facilitated the invention of
Penicillin. Penicillin revolutionized the medical world by saving lives and
reducing the number of amputations during World War II by halting
infections. Fleming's invention meant that many of Edmund's friends and
neighbors, who would have otherwise died of infection, came home alive
from World War II. During the first five months of 1943, citizens only had
access to 400 million units of penicillin, but by the end of World War II, U.S. companies made 650
billion units a month.

Alexander Fleming

Votes for Women, 1928
After living centuries without having much, if any, say in government, when Edmund was 46
years old, women above the age of 21 won the right to vote, regardless of whether they owned
property. Previously, only landowning women over the age of 30 were able to vote. Women
around Edmund rejoiced at the news and at their ability to finally vote on political affairs that
were important to them.

Women's suffrage activists
British propaganda supporting
women's suffrage

First Penguin Paperbacks Printed, 1935
When Edmund was 53, the first Penguin paperback books went on sale.
These mass-produced books allowed common people to have access to great
literature at an affordable price, whereas before, only those who could
afford to spend extra money on books were able to enjoy the classics.
Publishers decided that everyone in England should be able to read great
literature, so they sold their paperback editions for only sixpence, which at
the time was about the price of a pack of cigarettes. Edmund and his peers
could find these novels anywhere from bookstores to train stations.



Kindertransport Refugees, 1938
Between December of 1938 and the beginning of World War II in
September of 1939, more than 10,000 Jewish children from Germany,
Austria, and Czechoslovakia were sent to Britain as part of a program called
"Kindertransport." Edmund, who was 56 at the time, may have lived
amongst some of these refugee children, as many were welcomed into his
country to protect them from Adolf Hitler and the atrocities of the Holocaust.
Countless British families took escaped children in and treated them as their
own, while others found sanctuary in youth hostels. Sadly, though, many of the refugees never
saw their parents again, as nearly six million Jews were killed in concentration camps by the
war's end in 1945.

Refugees

Munich Agreement, 1938
When Edmund was 57, France and Great Britain signed the Munich
Agreement with Germany. Adolf Hitler had recently annexed Austria, and
was demanding control of the portion of Czechoslovakia bordering
Germany, also known as the Sudetenland. He accused Czechoslovakia of
abusing the Sudeten Germans, and insisted that this would be the last of his
territorial demands. France and Great Britain agreed to give Germany
control of the Sudetenland, believing that appeasing Hitler would prevent
war. Edmund's neighbors breathed a sigh of relief, and welcoming crowds
cheered as British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain returned home from the conference.  
 
However, the relief would be short-lived. Six months later, Hitler broke his promise by annexing
the remaining section of Czechoslovakia and invading Poland. Edmund's friends and family
began to realize that another war would soon be upon them. Hitler's broken promise cost
Chamberlain his career, leaving new prime minister Winston Churchill to steer Great Britain
through World War II.

The signing of the Munich
Agreement

World War II, 1939 - 1945
When Edmund was 58 years old, World War II erupted across Europe. One of the most
destructive conflicts in recorded history, the war would lead to the deaths of an estimated 50
million people, around 2.5 percent of the world's population.  
 
Great Britain declared war on Germany two days after Adolf Hitler's invasion of Poland on
September 1, 1939. Austria, Czechoslovakia, and the Rhineland had previously been seized by
German forces. From this point onward, citizens faced the call for military enlistment and, by the
end of the war, 383,700 British service members died of hostile action and disease. In 1941,
American troops joined the war effort, as the Allied forces, which also included the Soviet Union
and France, banded together to fight the Axis powers of Germany, Japan, and Italy. Virtually
everyone in Edmund's life was deeply affected by World War II and the great losses suffered
during the struggle.  
 
Edmund may have known people who lived through terrifying air raids and blacked out nights,
where all lights were extinguished to prevent giving enemy pilots a good target. People hid in
bomb shelters and the tunnels of the Underground, and often returned to find their homes and
neighborhoods reduced to rubble. Children were often sent away to the countryside to keep them
out of air raid zones. On September 7, 1940, the Blitz of London began, as Hitler ordered mass
bombings on the nation's capital; it continued until May 11, 1941. The entire city went up in
flames and over 450 people died in one night alone. Over 250,000 were homeless by the end of
1940, and by the war's conclusion, 67,200 citizens had died from military hostilities and crimes
against humanity. The damage also impacted supply lines and, combined with rationing, led
people in some cases into near starvation. 
 
At the same time, Hitler's Nazi regime was slaughtering over 11 million Jews, homosexual men
and women, disabled people, and other "undesirable" groups in concentration and
extermination camps across Europe. 
 
In 1945, when the tide of the war had turned against him, Hitler committed suicide, leaving
German forces leaderless. Finally conceding defeat, Germany signed a treaty with the Allied



powers. The surrender of Japan occurred later that year, shortly after American forces dropped
atomic bombs on the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, killing over 210,000 civilians.  
 
With the fighting finally concluded, Edmund's surviving countrymen celebrated out of relief and
hopefulness for the future, but many would carry the scars of the war with them for the rest of
their lives.

Winston Churchill, British prime
minister during WWII

Troops on D-Day Aftermath of bombings in London

Holocaust, 1941 - 1945
When Edmund was 59 years old, Adolf Hitler and the Nazis expanded on
their already discriminatory laws by placing Jews, gay men and women,
disabled people, and other "undesirable" groups in concentration camps
across Europe. Over 11 million people, 6 million of whom were Jewish, died
at the hands of the Nazis in the genocide. Those who weren't killed in the
camps suffered terrible atrocities (including starvation and hard labor) and
witnessed the deaths of loved ones. Jews and targeted groups in Nazi-
controlled countries were forced to go into hiding or flee Europe to avoid
meeting the same fate as many of their friends and family. Meanwhile, many families in these
countries who weren't targeted by the Nazi government watched in fear as their friends and
neighbors were persecuted or shipped away to camps, and some attempted, at great personal
risk, to hide families or smuggle them out of the country.

Holocaust survivors in 1945

Atomic Bomb, 1945
As World War II raged on in Europe and the Pacific Theater, Edmund—then in his 60s—had no
idea that the United States government was on the verge of developing an atomic bomb to help
the Allies' cause. The top secret research operation, known as the "Manhattan Project,"
culminated with the devastating bombings of the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
1945. With Hitler already defeated in Europe and the Japanese now ready to surrender, Edmund
could finally see peace in sight.

Flight crew

Aftermath

Mushroom cloud

Edmund dies, 1952
Edmund died when he was 71 years old in Bromley, Kent, England, United Kingdom.



* * * *


